The Impact of Business Strategy Formulation Towards Accountant Role: Star Rating as Moderation Variable in Hotel Industry in Southern Sumatera Region
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Abstract—This research aims to test and prove the relation of the selection of strategy formulation towards accountant role in hotel business management, and also to test and prove star-hotel rating in moderating the relation between the selection of strategy formulation and accountant role in hotel business management in Southern Sumatera region. This research uses the data which is collected from surveys conducted on star-hotel General Managers (Hotel Leaders) in Southern Sumatera region. 134 questionnaires are given to General Managers (Hotel Leaders). A total of 118 questionnaires (88.06%) are used in this research. This data is analysed by Moderating Regression Analysis using SPSS software version 21. Findings show that deliberate strategy formulation gives positive impact towards the increase of accountant role in the hotel industry, whereas star rating gives negative interaction effect to deliberate strategy formulation. A new insight of this research is the effort to see interaction effect of star-hotel rating and strategy formulation practice towards accountant role in the hotel industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sumatera Island is part of Indonesia Republic region. Sumatera Island is located in west part of Indonesia region. Regionally, Sumatera is divided into two big regions, namely Southern Sumatera region, and Northern Sumatera region. These two big regions describe two powerful economic, business, and hospitality industry areas in Sumatera Island. Southern Sumatera region has the center of economy, trade, and hospitality industries in South Sumatera province, precisely in Palembang city. On the other hand, the center of economy, business, and hospitality industries in Northern Sumatera region is in Medan and also Riau Island province that has the center in Batam.

Southern Sumatera region is closed to the government administration, economy, and business in Indonesia that is Java Island. For that reason, Southern Sumatera region is also frequently considered as Java Island’s support in the context of economy and business. Southern Sumatera region consists of five provinces; namely Lampung, South Sumatera, Bengkulu, Jambi, and Bangka Belitung. As mentioned previously, South Sumatera becomes the main activator of the economy, business, and hospitality industries activities in this region. South Sumatera province acts as the economic development barometer in Southern Sumatera region. This fact is due to some reasons; many international events have been conducted in South Sumatera province, specifically sports events. 2018 is an important year for South Sumatera province since South Sumatera province will be the host to hold sports multi-events of Asian countries which are known as Asian Games 2018 other than Jakarta.

The growth of economy and business activities will have direct impacts on the hospitality industry growth, specifically hotel industry. Data from Central Bureau of Statistics in the last 5 years (2012-2016) shows that hotel industry in Southern Sumatera region grows in the number of 59.22%. Hotel industry growth in Southern Sumatera region, specifically in South Sumatera province shows that economy and business activities in this region are increasing. International multi-event activities that are frequently held in this region also trigger the growth increase of hotel industry in this region. Moreover, the growth of hotel industry also has an impact to the increase of positive image of a region. However, it will also increase the competition among hotel managers. This is shown by the number of average hotel occupancy in Southern Sumatera area in the last 5 years (2011 – 2015) of 48.06%.
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Data and description of the hotel industry in Southern Sumatera region show the phenomena of tight competition. This becomes a warning for the businessmen and hotel managers to be able to anticipate and win the competition in the hotel industry. Winning the competition means creating a sustainable operation of hotel business. Because of that, hospitality research and literature grow not only to discuss the strategy choice but also how hotel managers make use of multidisciplinary knowledge to anticipate tight competition in the hotel industry. One of the important science branches to be adopted in the hotel industry is accounting.

Modern hotel business management currently cannot be detached from accounting activity and contribution. Collier et al. [1] state that financial function in the hotel industry group is getting more involved in strategic management accounting. The accounting function involvement is not only in the planning but also in estimating market condition and analyzing competitors. This matter explains further that strategic management accounting currently has become an important instrument in the hotel industry. Accountant involvement in an industry is one of the implementations in strategic management accounting, other than the use of sophisticated accounting management technique [2]. Previously, Simon et al. [3] explain the accountant role in a company plays a double role that is various, that is as value protector, and direct the attention to problem-solving.

Hence, the research on strategic management accounting role has grown in many industry sectors, such as the research conducted by Hoque [2], [4-8]. However, those several types of research view the strategic management accounting concept by emphasizing only in strategic management accounting techniques, such as control management system and company performance measurement system. The implementation of strategic management accounting research that is focused on the accountant role in the making company strategic decision is still rarely conducted [2]. On the other side, Gimbert et al. [9] states that the research on the role of potential strategy formulation and implementation of strategy formulation is also still rarely conducted. This situation brings the chance to do more research about the relation of implementation of strategy formulation and the accounting role, especially in the hotel industry.

The increasing growth of management accountant role in hotel industry becomes an interesting focus in the research of hospitality industry. There are several reasons why this research is conducted. First, the accountant has a bigger role in the strategic management process [10]. Second, the important role of management accountant is to help give information to make a decision and strategic control [11]. Those two things are really relevant to hotel industry needs to win the competition. However, the next question is what triggers the effectiveness of a hotel company to make use of the accountant role in managing hotel operation. Several literature reviews have identified that the strategy formulation decision determination is predicted to be an important factor in optimizing accountant role in a company [2], [11].

In other words, star rating will show the certification level that can reflect the ownership of information technology that is more sufficient to support performance creation in the hotel industry [12]. The higher qualification of hotel certification will give impact to the management implementation [13], where accountant has a big role nowadays in hotel industry management and is predicted to have a positive impact on the hotel performance at the end. In other words, star rating that reflects hotel management quality level can support effective strategy formulation process on one side and the increase of optimum role of accounting function in another side in the hotel industry.

Based on the analysis above, it is clear that the rapid number of industry growth will result to more tight competition. Data shows the reality that the average of hotel occupancy level in Southern Sumatera region is still low. Anticipation to face the competition becomes very important to be conducted by hotel industry managers. The utilization of accountant role in supporting the production of strategic information for management needs to be optimized. For this, the first important focus that will be done in this research is to observe how high the accountant role in the hotel industry in Southern Sumatera region contributes to produce a strategic decision for hotel management. Eventually, this research aims to test and prove the impact of the selection of strategy formulation towards accountant role in hotel business management, and also to test and prove star-hotel rating in moderating the relation between strategy formulation and accountant role in managing hotel business in Southern Sumatera region.

II. METHOD
A. The Impact of Strategy Formulation Towards Accountant Role

Cadez et al. [2] explain that the choice of strategic actions such as strategy choice and strategy formulation have an important role in implementing strategic management accounting. Gimbert et al. [9] state that strategy formulation is a process where a company defines the long-term direction in overall and defines company scope. Deliberate strategy formulation is a strategy that is planned carefully and controlled by the organization. Deliberate strategy formulation starts with an idea, a plan that is developed further, then that plan is communicated, and ended with several forms of action [14].
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Mintzberg et al. [15] state that there are three conditions describing that a strategy is formulated intentionally. First, there must be precise intention in the organization, articulated in the level that is concrete and detail so that there is no doubt about what is wanted before taking action. Second, the action has collective quality. This can be done to eliminate doubt possibility related to the absence of organization intention, generally, almost all, they are the subject. Third, the collective intention must have been realized as what is desired, meaning that there is no external power (market, technology, politics, and others) that can disturb.

Deliberate strategy formulation describes a conscious action implying that an organization often discusses strategy to achieve company effectiveness that involves all functional areas, including strategic accounting involvement [11]. This underlies Cadez et al. [2] assumption that strategy formulation orientation that is more intentional produces more accounting participation in the strategic decision-making process. Another assumption is that strategic management philosophy that is intentional will show bigger choice in strategic information orientation such as provided by strategic management accounting.

That shows deliberate strategy formulation is believed to be able to give positive impact towards strategic management accounting. The argumentation has been conducted by Cadez et al. [2] concluding that deliberate strategy formulation gives positive impact towards accountant participation in the process of making a strategic decision. A strategic accountant is an integral part of the process of making a strategic decision [16]. Based on that case, the hypothesis that is shown in this research is:

\[ H1: \text{The accountant role in the strategic decision-making process will be bigger in the company that takes deliberate strategy formulation approach.} \]

B. Star Rating Moderates the Relation of Strategy Formulation Towards Accountant Role

Lamminmaki [17] confirms that hospitality company level seen based on the star rating is as hotel quality standard. Hotel type is a strategic and important variable that is directly related to the hotel facility service, operation, and market segment target, that in turn produces different hotel performance level [18]. Cser et al. [19] explain that hotel rating term, hotel gradation, hotel classification or hotel segment is used to show hotel differences seen from price, service, and facility that are provided. That also gives impact to the management process that is done by hotel management.

Rhee et al. [20] state the importance of value for hotel groups that have higher star classification tends to be better than hotels that have lower star classification. The impact is a hotel with high star classification will be better in managing strategy than a hotel with low star classification. Another impact is a hotel with high star classification will optimize accounting role than hotel groups with low star classification. This is explained by Lamminmaki [17] that hotel quality that is based on the star rating gives positive impact towards sophistication role of accounting.

Tari et al. [12] conclude that hotel quality that is shown with certification has better performance than a hotel without certification. Good performance shows that hotel has conducted proper and effective strategy formulation so that it can support optimum performance achievement. Zhang et al. [21] find conclusion that management quality aspect can influence performance. Management quality can reflect how coordination among parts in an organization runs effectively including company accounting function role.

Based on the description, it can be seen that the higher star-hotel rating will reflect higher quality; therefore, company needs better accountant role support in order to increase hotel performance. Hence, quality becomes an important key to improve accounting role in the hotel industry. On the other side, hotel quality must be supported with effective strategic plan formulation ability. Deliberate strategy formulation becomes an important key to reflect the quality of hotel business operation. Based on those two things, it can be understood that hotel quality based on star rating can support effective strategy formulation implementation in one side and hotel quality based on hotel rating can support the implementation of accountant role that is more optimum in another side. Therefore, this research hypothesis is:

\[ H2: \text{Star-hotel rating moderate’s positive relation of deliberate strategy formulation towards accountant role in the hotel industry.} \]

C. Samples

The samples in this research is star-hotel management (general manager) in Southern Sumatera region. This research uses the type of primary data. Data are collected using survey techniques by giving questionnaires as a research instrument directly to the research respondents General Manager (the head of the hotel business) hotel affairs in Southern Sumatera region. Survey was done in 134 hotels in Southern Sumatera region, 12 hotels refuse to be surveyed with various reasons. 4 hotels did not give complete data in accordance with research needs. Hence, based on those 118 questionnaires, this research was conducted. Seen from gender side, the leaders that are involved in the research are men in the number of 87 people (73.7%), while women respondents are in the number of 31 people (26.3%). This shows that men’s role is still dominant in management and decision making in business organization particularly in the hospitality business in Southern Sumatera region.
The respondent profile is seen from the highest education level. Diploma education dominates the last education level from respondents that occupy in a management position in the number of 59 people (50%). Undergraduate degree (S1) level in the number of 55 people (66.6%), the rest is Senior High School level in the number of 4 people (3.4%). Respondent profiles based on age can be seen that respondent age average is 39.4 years old at the youngest age is 22 years old and the oldest age is 65 years old. If it is seen from the length of position occupation, an average of respondents that are involved in hotel management has occupied for 5 years, while the shortest period of occupation is 1 year and the longest period of occupation is 30 years.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurement

Accountant role is an accountant’s active role in contributing to produce company strategic decision. Accountant participation measurement used an instrument that was used by Cadez et al. [2] that was adopted from Wooldrige et al. [22]. Respondents were asked to record accountant participation related to five strategic management aspects, namely (1) identifying the problem and suggesting a goal, (2) producing choices, (3) evaluating choices, (4) developing choices in detail, and (5) taking action that is needed for company change. The answer uses 6 point scale (1 = have no role at all, 6= have full role).

Deliberate Strategy Formulation is to assess how far the organization makes intentional strategy formulation orientation [2]. The instrument is developed based on Mintzberg’s terminology [15]. Respondents were asked to show agreement level with 6 Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree until 6 = strongly agree), with statements namely: (1) in company, strategic decision maker usually thinks further through everything that relates to strategic action, (2) in company, strategic intention is sometimes done with a few or without deviation and (3) in company, strategic action usually grows not apart from intention. Star rating is seen from hotel rating (star-hotel level). The measurement uses Lamminmaki’s instrument [17] with scale 1 for 1-star hotel until 5 for 5-star-hotel.

B. Data Analysis

Accountant role data in hotel management activity in Southern Sumatera region shows the average of 23.66. Based on theoretical range from 5 to 30, it can be concluded that accountant role in hotel management activity in Southern Sumatera region can be classified in high level relatively. Deliberate Strategy Formulation Data shows the average number of 14.49 based on the strategy formulation theoretical range from 3 to 18. This can be concluded that the average number of hospitality company in Southern Sumatera region has relatively high deliberate strategy formulation practice. In terms of star rating profile, hotel with 2 star qualification has more number which is 38 hotels (32.2%), 3star qualification in the number of 34 hotels (28.8%), 1 star hotel qualification in the number of 27 hotels (22.9%), while hotel with 4 star qualification in the number of 17 hotels (14.4%), and hotel with 5 star qualification in the number of 2 hotels (1.7%).

Table I shows the result of research data validity. Validity test is based on the corrected item-total correlation value (r-value). Based on the number of sample of 118, then the r critical value criteria are exactly in the degree of freedom n: 118-2 = 116, in α 5% two tail that shows number 0.1809. Therefore, all variable indicators of strategy formulation and accountant role are stated valid. This can be proved that all r statistic value from each variable indicator has a greater number than r table value 0.1809.

Table 1 shows the result of data reliability test. The test result of Crombach Alpha shows that all variables are tested, including Strategy formulation and accountant role variables show that the number above is a critical value that is recommended (0.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Variables</th>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Formulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The strategic decision making by considering the strategic development</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic intention can be realized without deviation</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The strategic action develops based on the intention</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountant Role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying problems and proposing objectives</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating options</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating options</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing details about options</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking the necessary actions to put changes into place</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Discussion

Based on the hypothesis test in the previous part, accountant role in company strategic decision making is highly influenced by deliberate strategy formulation choice by the company in the hotel industry in Southern Sumatera region. The finding supports Cadez et al. [2] who state that deliberate strategy formulation orientation will be bigger in producing accountant participation in strategic decision-making process. This is very reasonable since deliberate strategy formulation describes a strategy formulation that is started with deep identification process of various problems that happened in the past time that further needs to be a strategic decision for the company. In this situation, the accountant has a strategic role in running every action that is needed.

That reason is in line with Bromwich’s view [11] that deliberate strategy formulation describes a conscious action that is implemented by an organization with frequently conducting discussion activity related to the strategy to achieve company effectiveness. This discussion activity will be conducted by involving all functional areas, including involving strategic accountant more intensively. Therefore, this finding becomes the reason that the higher implementation of deliberate strategy formulation, the higher accountant role in contributing in making a strategic decision for company.

Although this research fails to support the second hypothesis, yet this research result shows that star rating can give direct impact towards the increase of accountant role in the hotel industry in South Sumatera region. This research finding shows result anomaly. The research finding shows that star rating gives negative interaction effect of deliberate strategy formulation and accountant role. This gives the meaning that the higher star rating gives no more impulse of the influence of deliberate strategy formulation towards accountant role, while the lower star rating precisely gives higher impulse of deliberate strategy formulation towards accountant role in the hotel industry in South Sumatera region.

This second finding is not in line with hypothesis assuming that the higher star rating will drive the influence of deliberate strategy formulation towards accountant role. The assumption that possibly explains this finding is naturally hotel that has high rating; the accountant role has been high; while deliberate strategy formulation activity has become fundamental needs. On the other side, a hotel that has lower star rating tries to overtake the higher star-rating hotel because they have fallen behind from higher star-rating hotel. This gives impact to their efforts to increase more deliberate strategy formulation and the increase of accountant role in their business operation. However, as explained previously, star rating gives direct positive impact to the accountant role in the hotel industry in Southern Sumatera region. Complex service quality and facility supply in the hotel industry will relate to the cost allocation that is not small as company investment. Therefore, accountant role is highly needed. This supports the findings of Tari et al. [12] and Kim et al. [18] that state the higher hotel star-rating, the more sophisticated accounting activity they run. That will give more positive impact towards accountant role in the hotel industry.

### Table III. Regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.938</td>
<td>-0.426 (0.671)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Formulation**Star Rating</td>
<td>1.569</td>
<td>5.108 (0.000)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Rating</td>
<td>5.889</td>
<td>3.017 (0.003)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Formulation**Star Rating</td>
<td>-0.317</td>
<td>-2.497 (0.014) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Test</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.835 (000)***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R²: 0.385

Adjusted R²: 0.369

*** significant at 1%
**  significant at 5%

Table II shows that regression test result of the influence of strategy formulation towards accountant role and star rating moderates the relation of strategy formulation towards accountant role. Regression test result shows that coefficient value β of strategy formulation is significant (1.569) in significance level 1%. This finding successfully confirms H1 that states accountant role in strategic decision making will be bigger in the company that takes deliberate strategy formulation approach. Regression test result also shows star rating gives positive impact towards accountant role in the hotel industry in Southern Sumatera region. This is shown with coefficient value β of star-rating in the number of significant 5.889 in significance level 1%. Interaction test result between strategy formulation and star rating gives impact towards accountant role in the hotel industry in Southern Sumatera region in coefficient value β of significant -0.317 in significance level 5%. However, unsuccessful finding confirms H2 that shows star-hotel rating moderates positive relation of deliberate strategy formulation towards accountant role in the hotel industry.
IV. CONCLUSION

Deliberate strategy formulation gives impact towards accountant role in making a strategic decision. This finding shows that the stronger deliberate strategy formulation becomes the choice in strategic planning of hospitality industry in South Sumatera region, then it will support the accountant role stronger to involve in making company strategic decision. The choice of deliberate strategy formulation and accountant role in making a strategic decision for hotel company cannot be avoided. Hotel industry competition that is more dynamic demands serious attention from each of hotel manager to implement the choice of deliberate strategy formulation and to increase accountant role in making strategic decision to maintain hotel continuance that they manage.

Star rating becomes a serious point to be noticed. The higher star-rating, then the service demand and hotel facility that is expected by customers will also higher. This situation also needs to get serious attention in formulating strategic planning and controlling success from that strategic activity implementation. The accountant has a high important role to ensure hotel service quality for customers. The complexity owned by high star-rating hotels needs effective control and management, accounting function will have a higher role in the situation like this. Hence, it has a base that the higher star-rating, then the need for accountant participation in making a strategic decision is also higher.

This research finding gives several important implications that become the consideration for hotel industry managers. This finding has shown that accountant role is really important in company business strategy management. The choice of strategy formulation becomes an important key to accountant role increase. An important implication of this research result for hotel industry manager is that the involvement of accounting function role is important and deliberate strategy formulation is the most appropriate choice to plan a competitive strategy for the hotel business. The high hotel star-rating that is managed will give impact to the customer demand of expected service quality and luxury facility that are expected. Therefore, accountant role in implementing strategy formulation and ensuring company strategic decision can be run higher.

The fundamental limitation of this research is research generalization matter. This research is only conducted in Southern Sumatera region with hotel industry characteristics that give more service for businessmen and transit guests. Southern Sumatera region is not characterized as a tourism region. Recommended further research can expand research area by considering similar hotel business characteristics. This research fails to probe positive moderation effect of star-rating in the relation of deliberate strategy formulation towards accountant role in the hotel industry. Further research is suggested to view other contextual factors, such as network groups, hotel environment or local culture hotel characteristics.
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